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First, second, (and third?) generation Ngai Tahu fishers on 
Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere, New Zealand  



New Zealand hoki is MSC certified and sold as processed fish fillets.  

Why aren’t we getting more money for this fish? 

Problem: How can we make more money off our quota fisheries, 
without jeopardizing environmental outcomes? 
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New Zealand’s Marine Area
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Main message:  Consolidated quota holdings address 
by-catch but discourage market innovation.

Jack mackerel from New Zealand’s Bay of Plenty, bought by the 
World Health Organization and exported to African street markets.
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Discussion Preview

(1) Quota holdings were consolidated when 
system was implemented.

(2) Consolidated quota facilitates trade needed 
to cover by-catch.

(3) Scaled-up market relationships made 
possible due to consolidated quota, 
discourage market innovation.



Consolidated quota holdings make scaled up export 
relationships possible. 

(1) Consolidation
________________________________

Quota was consolidated when the system was 
implemented because those with access to capital 

and markets bought quota.



(2) Addressing by-catch.
________________________________

Low quality markets support by-catch.

Consolidated quota holdings make possible rapid 
trade needed to address by-catch. 

Trawler landing a variety of fish.
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(3) Challenges to economic security.
________________

Quota holders need market to take all their fish, 
discourages adoption of value-added branding.
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Market relationships, not consumer demand, is 
why our hoki is sold processed, not fresh.



(3) Economic security challenges.
______________________________________

Managing large areas is less 
ecologically sustainable.  

Domestic economic security is 
challenged by large quota 

management areas & consolidated 
quota because bigger boats are 

privileged quota leasees.

However, large quota management 
areas increase quota value.

New Zealand’s quota management areas.
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(3) Evidence of improved economic security. 
________________________________

Small fishers employ people locally, and share fish and 
knowledge with researchers & community.

Riki and crew fishing flounder. 
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Riki and Ngai Tahu scientist examining 
mullet catch.



(3) Examples of improved economic security.
______________________________________
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Review
__________________

(1) Early efficiency in market relations rewarded 
and encouraged scaled up export markets

(2) Consolidation’s scaled up markets makes 
possible quick by-catch trading necessary for 
compliance with catch limits.

(3) But, economic costs of consolidation emerge 
down the road.  The need to maintain export 
relations disincentivizes maximum possible 
value.



Conclusion 
____________________

Quota consolidation, a reward for early 
efficiency, made it so we’re comfortable where 
we are, and almost thirty years later, innovation 

and economic security suffer. 
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